ABSTRACT Non-exhaustive search is widely used in the approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) search. In this paper, we propose a new cell-level search-based non-exhaustive ANN search algorithm in the framework of product quantization (PQ) called cell-level PQ to speed up the ANN search. The cell-level search is introduced by searching all the PQ cells of the query vector on the cell level, and the length of the candidate list can be significantly reduced with negligible computational costs. Instead of using the high time-consuming coarse quantizers, which are necessary in all of the existing non-exhaustive ANN search algorithms such as inverted files (IVFs) and inverted multi-index (IMI), our proposed cell-level PQ reuses the PQ cells of query vector to reject database vectors so that the ANN search in the framework of PQ can be efficiently speeded up. In addition, because our proposed cell-level PQ does not need to store the auxiliary indexes of coarse quantizers for each database vector, no extra memory consumption is required. The experimental results on different databases demonstrate that our proposed cell-level PQ can significantly speed up the ANN search in the framework of PQ, and meanwhile, the search accuracy is almost the same as that of the standard PQ.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of multimedia technology, contentbased image retrieval technique has been widely used in many applications, such as face retrieval [1] , object recognition [2] , image matching [3] and image classification [4] . In the stateof-the-art image retrieval systems, the feature vectors are extracted at first as a pre-processing step from both query and reference images. Then, the feature vectors of query images are on-line searched in the database. A fundamental task in the on-line searching is the nearest neighbor (NN) search, which is defined as follows:
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For a query vector and a corresponding database, the task of NN search is to return the nearest vector which has the smallest Euclidean distance from the current query vector to the database. For a small and low-dimensional database, exhaustively searching the database vector-byvector to exactly find the nearest vector of the query vector is feasible. In this paper, we call the technique of vector-byvector searching as the vector-level search.
However, exhaustive search on vector-level requires the calculations of real Euclidean distances between a highdimensional query vector and all candidate vectors in a highdimensional database, which is extremely time-consuming. To solve this problem, many fast approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) search algorithms for high-dimensional database, such as tree-based algorithms [5] , [6] , Hash-based algorithms [7] , [8] and vector quantization (VQ)-based algorithms [9] , [10] are proposed. ANN algorithms relax the condition of the exact NN search and try to quickly find a small set of several approximate nearest database vectors instead of only one exact nearest database vector. For this reason, ANN is a trade-off between search accuracy and computational costs.
Vector quantization (VQ) [11] is a compact and popular encoding technique for ANN search applications. Vector quantizer employs a pre-trained codebook and divides the database into a number of Voronoi cells. Then, each longer database vector can be efficiently encoded by using the shorter index of its nearest codeword in the pre-trained codebook.
Because VQ only needs to store the shorter indexes of nearest codewords instead of the original database vectors, and each index of VQ usually has only a few bits, the memory consumption of storing the encoded database can also be efficiently reduced.
However, VQ is ineffective for high-dimensional databases. Product quantization (PQ) [9] is a widely used ANN search algorithm, which can provide efficient quantization performance on high-dimensional databases. The core idea of PQ is to encode the high-dimensional vector space by the Cartesian product of several low-dimensional sub-spaces, then PQ independently quantizes them by using the corresponding low-dimensional VQ quantizers.
To further improve the search speed of PQ, several non-exhaustive algorithms, such as the inverted index (also known as inverted files, IVF) [12] and the inverted multi-index (IMI) [13] are proposed.
IVF returns a short list of database vectors which are close to the query vector x. This short list is called as a candidate list and used to search the approximate nearest neighbors of the query vector x. In fact, IVF is a coarse VQ quantizer which firstly quantizes the database into k cells. When inputting a query vector, IVF selects the database vectors in the first w (w k ) nearest cells as the candidate list. Instead of exhaustively searching the database vectorby-vector (i.e., vector-level search), IVF only searches the database vectors in the candidate list so that only a small amount of Euclidean distances between query vector and all database vectors in the candidate list need to be calculated. IVF extracts the candidate list by searching the coarsely quantized database cell-by-cell. In this paper, we call the technique of searching cell-by-cell as the cell-level search. Because cell-level search only requires to calculate k (k n, n is the number of database vectors) real Euclidean distances between each query vector and the centroids of cells, the cell-level search must be more efficient than vector-level search. By using cell-level search in IVF, the ANN search can be significantly speeded up.
On the other hand, IMI is a typical inverted index-based non-exhaustive search algorithm which uses two sub-space PQ quantizers instead of one VQ quantizer as the coarse quantizer. Because IMI can provide much more cells than IVF, IMI is able to use a much shorter candidate list than that of IVF to achieve the same level of search accuracy. Obviously, IMI is also a kind of cell-level search algorithm. However, because IMI needs to store two indexes based on using two sub-quantizers for each database vector, the memory consumption of IMI is far more than that of IVF.
Inverted index-based non-exhaustive search algorithms focus on solving how to generate an efficient inverted file system so as to extract a high-quality and short candidate list of database vectors. By using cell-level search instead of vector-level search, a majority of real Euclidean distance calculations between query vector and all database vectors can be avoided. However, inverted index-based algorithms need to store the auxiliary indexes of coarse quantizer, which is usually a non-negligible large memory consumption. In addition, the computational costs of inverted index-based nonexhaustive search algorithms cannot be neglected as well in many cases.
In this paper, we propose a new cell-level search based non-exhaustive ANN search algorithm in the framework of PQ called Cell-level PQ to speed up the ANN search. Different from the inverted index-based algorithms, our proposed Cell-level PQ completely avoids using the coarse quantizer. And it generates the candidate list by reusing the cells of PQ quantizer to find the cells which are far enough from the query vector so that all the database vectors in these cells can be rejected.
Compared with inverted index-based algorithms, there are two advantages in our proposed Cell-level PQ. Firstly, our proposed Cell-level PQ can efficiently speed up the ANN search in the framework of PQ meanwhile keeping almost the same search accuracy of PQ. Without using high timeconsuming coarse quantizers, Cell-level PQ achieves better search performance than the inverted index-based algorithms. Secondly, Cell-level PQ requires no extra memory consumption. In contrast, inverted index-based algorithms need a large amount of extra memory to store the auxiliary indexes of coarse quantizers.
II. RELATE WORK
The fast ANN search is an important task in content-based image retrieval and many other fields of information sciences. There are many works which have been proposed in the past decades. In this section, we briefly describe several related algorithms and analyze their performances.
A. VECTOR QUANTIZATION (VQ)
VQ [11] is a widely used low-bit-rate data compression technique, which can be regarded as a mapping from a D-dimensional space to a finite set, which is called a codebook. The codebook C = {CW 1 , CW 2 , . . . , CW k } is pre-trained by the well-known LBG algorithm [11] and the centroids of trained cells are called codewords, where CW i is the i-th codeword in codebook C and k is the size of C.
In the encoding procedure, VQ finds the nearest codeword of an input vector x in the pre-trained codebook C as below.
where CW bm is the best match codeword of x in the pre-trained codebook C and its index is bm. In the decoding procedure, a simple table look-up technique is used and a VQ compressed database can be easily reconstructed by using the index table and the codebook. The flowchart of VQ is shown in Fig. 1 . 
B. PRODUCT QUANTIZATION (PQ)
Although VQ is popularly and successfully used in ANN search applications, VQ is inefficient for high-dimensional and large-scale databases. To overcome this drawback of VQ, PQ is proposed in [9] and has been proved to be an efficient solution for encoding high-dimensional vectors. In PQ algorithm, the high-dimensional space is firstly decomposed into m low-dimensional subspaces, then PQ applies VQ in each subspace independently. It is easy to see that VQ is a special case of PQ when the number m of sub-spaces is taken as m = 1. Assuming that the quantizers of all m sub-spaces have the same size of k * , the main codebook C of PQ can be described as the Cartesian product of m sub-codebooks of m low-dimensional sub-spaces:
where C j is the pre-trained sub-codebook of j-th sub-space. Obviously, the size of C is k = (k * ) m and PQ can easily generate a tremendous number of cells to quantize the database vectors even though k * is a small value. In the framework of PQ, a database vector y i is divided into m sub-vectors
, where the function of u j (y i ) outputs the j-th sub-vector of a vector y i and u j (y i ) ∈ R D/m . PQ quantizes each sub-vector u j (y i ) by the nearest codeword in the corresponding j-th sub-codebook C j .
where CW j bm j is the best match codeword of u j (y i ) in the pretrained sub-codebook C j and its index is bm j .
In this paper, we define each PQ cell Cell j i as the set of database vectors which are quantized by CW j i in j-th sub-quantizer. Similar to VQ, PQ quantizes a database into mn-size index tables. The cost of storing each database vector is m log 2 k * bits. The flowchart of PQ is shown in Fig. 2 .
In the pre-processing, PQ off-line quantizes the database and each database vector y i is encoded as m indexes of log 2 k * bits by using m corresponding sub-codebooks of size k * . When inputting a query vector x, PQ firstly on-line computes the squared Euclidean distances of d 2 (u j (x), CW j i ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , k * and j = 1, 2, . . . , m between the j-th sub-vector of x and all k * codewords in the corresponding j-th subcodebook, and stores these squared Euclidean distances as a m × k * look-up table. Then, the asymmetric distance computation (ADC) is used to approximate the real squared Euclidean distance between x and a database vector y i . The ADC distance between query x and a database vector y i is defined as the squared Euclidean distance between x and PQ quantized y i , which can be computed as
where CW j bm j is the nearest codeword of u j (y i ) in the j-th sub-quantizer and its index is bm j . For calculating the squared ADC distance of each database vector, PQ only needs to load m squared distances d 2 (u j (x), CW j i ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , m from the look-up table and adds them together. The computational costs in this step are only n(m − 1) additions for a n-size database. 
C. INVERTED INDEXING AND ITS FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS
Inverted index (IVF) [12] is a widely-used non-exhaustive search algorithm, which can be used in PQ algorithm to avoid vector-by-vector search. An auxiliary coarse VQ quantizer of k -size is introduced and the database is firstly divided into k cells. IVF searches each of k cells and chooses the database vectors in the first w nearest cells of x as the candidate list, which are a very small portion of (w/k ) (w k ) of the database vectors. An overwhelming majority of database vectors can be rejected in this efficient cell-level search and only about n(w/k ) database vectors in the candidate list need to be exhaustively searched (here we use ''about'' because the cells usually contain different numbers of vectors). For the reasons above, PQ search can be efficiently accelerated by IVF algorithm.
A 2-D toy example of IVF is shown in Fig. 3 . The inverted multi-index (IMI) [13] can be considered as a generalized IVF algorithm. Different from conventional IVF, the database Y is divided into two sub-spaces and IMI employs two PQ coarse sub-quantizers instead of one VQ coarse quantizer like IVF for quantization. Because IMI uses far more cells than IVF to quantize the database, the candidate list of IMI can achieve much higher search accuracy than that of IVF when the two candidate lists have the same length.
A 2-D toy example of IMI is shown in Fig. 4 . The key idea of inverted index and inverted index-based non-exhaustive search algorithms is that for a query vector x and a database Y of size n, efficient cell-level search is conducted on coarsely quantized database Y to firstly generate a short candidate list and then only the database vectors in the candidate list are exhaustively searched. Because the size of candidate list is usually far smaller than the database size of n, a majority of real Euclidean distance calculations among x 37062 VOLUME 7, 2019 and all database vectors can be avoided to speed up the ANN search.
However, we find that in many cases, the computational costs of coarse quantization in IVF and IMI cannot be neglected and need to be re-evaluated. The coarse quantization of IVF and IMI in fact require a lot of extra additions and multiplications, and these extra computational costs depend on the dimensionalities of databases and the sizes of coarse codebooks. For convenience, we assume the total numbers of cells are k = k IVF for IVF and k = k 2 IMI for IMI. Table 1 shows the computational costs of coarse quantization of IVF and IMI. Note that exhaustive search in PQ on vector-level requires n(m − 1) additions. If Dk IVF nm or 2Dk IMI nm is not satisfied, the computational costs for coarse quantization should not be neglected. For example, when k IVF = 4096, n = 1000000, D = 960 and m = 8, to find the first w nearest cells, IVF needs to calculate the real squared ADC distance between an input query vector x and each codeword y i in the coarse codebook. exhaustive search of PQ on vector-level requires n(m − 1) = 7000000 additions to calculate the real squared ADC distances between x and y i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. In comparison, IVF takes (2D − 1)k IVF = 7860224 additions and Dk IVF = 3932160 multiplications for coarse quantization. Obviously, IVF is less efficient than exhaustive search of PQ in this case. Generally, inverted index-based algorithms are not efficient when the size of coarse codebook is large, the dimensionality of database is high and the size of database is not extremely large.
In addition, because inverted index-based algorithms need to store the index of each database vector due to introducing auxiliary coarse codebook, the inevitable extra memory consumption of them for each database vector is considerably large. IVF need log 2 k IVF bits for storing k auxiliary indexes of IVF coarse codebook. IMI cells are generated by using two PQ sub-quantizers. Because each of the two PQ sub-quantizers has k IMI codewords, the coarse quantization of IMI requires 2 log 2 k IMI bits to store the auxiliary indexes of two sub-quantizers for each database vector. Table 2 shows the extra memory consumptions of coarse quantization of IVF and IMI.
Because the extra memory consumptions of coarse quantization in IVF and IMI depend on the database size n, the extra memory consumptions are considerably large and should not be neglected, especially when the database size n is a large value. For example, considering the case of k IVF = 1024, the extra memory consumption of coarse quantization for a n-size database is 10 × n bits for IVF-accelerated PQ, which is considerably large and cannot be neglected.
III. THE PROPOSED CELL-LEVEL SEARCH BASED NON-EXHAUSTIVE ANN SEARCH ALGORITHM
Inverted index-based non-exhaustive search algorithms coarsely quantize database at first to generate k cells and then use cell-level search to extract a short candidate list from the k cells efficiently. However, the coarse quantization is computationally expensive. For this reason, computation speed of inverted index-based algorithms is limited. In addition, inverted index-based algorithms need a large amount of extra memory consumption to store the auxiliary index of each database vector in the coarsely cells. These drawbacks of inverted index-based algorithms show that the coarse quantizers used in inverted index-based algorithms are inefficient. In this section, we propose a new cell-level PQ search based non-exhaustive ANN search algorithm called Cell-level PQ, which applies cell-level search by only reusing the PQ cells without using any other coarse quantizer.
In our proposed Cell-level PQ, we assume that the sub-codebook size of PQ is k * , the size of database is n, the dimensionality of each database vector is D and PQ uses m sub-quantizers for quantization.
Our proposed Cell-level PQ algorithm consists of three parts as follows: (1) Initializing the ''so far'' smallest squared Euclidean distance. (2) Extracting the candidate list by cell-level searching the PQ cells. (3) Accelerating the search by partial distance search (PDS) [14] . The overview of our proposed Cell-level PQ is shown in Fig. 6 . We now explain how our proposed Cell-level PQ runs. j = 1, 2 , . . . , m is counted. Finally, U is sorted according to their accumulational frequencies in a descending order. An example of sorted U is shown in Fig.6 .
In this example, PQ uses m = 16 sub-quantizers to quantize the SIFT 1M database [15] , which contains 10 6 128-dimensional vectors. U contains 57385 database vectors, and there are 3 database vectors with the highest accumulational frequency of 10. The sorted U is used in Section III. C for fast PDS search.
After obtaining sorted U , we calculate the squared ADC distance between x and each database vector in U to find the nearest database vector of x in U . By using the stored squared ADC distances in the look-up table, the squared ADC distance between x and a database vector y i can be calculated by using (4) . Next, we define y BM the nearest database vector of x in U , and the ''so far'' smallest squared distance d 2 min is the squared ADC distance between x and y BM .
Moreover, the calculation of finding the nearest database vector of a query vector x in U can be further accelerated by using partial distance search (PDS). The detailed accelerating procedures are described in Section III.C.
B. CELL-LEVEL CANDIDATE LIST EXTRACTION
In this section, we will explain how to use the ''so far'' smallest squared ADC distance d 2 min to search the PQ cells. Let us consider an arbitrary Cell j i in j-th sub-space, where i = 1, 2, . . . , k * , j = 1, 2, . . . , m. The squared ADC distance between x and the database vectors in Cell
where d 2 bm j is the squared ADC distance between u j (x) and its nearest codeword in C j , which has been calculated and stored in Section III.A. We do not need to calculate the value of 
end while 7.
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C. ACCELERATING SEARCH BY PARTIAL DISTANCE SEARCH
In the framework of PQ, d 2 (u j (x), CW j i ) in each j-th subspace is firstly computed and stored in a look-up table. When computingd(x, y i ), PQ simply needs to load m squared ADC distances in the look-up table and calculate the real squared ADC distance by using Eq. (4). Because the look-up table is already computed and saved for a query vector x, the only computational cost of PQ is (m − 1) times additions for computingd(x, y i ).
Partial distance search (PDS) technique [14] is employed in our proposed Cell-level PQ to avoid completely calculating (m−1) times additions to obtain real squared ADC distance of the database vectors in U and CL. PDS is a popular fast search algorithm, which uses the partial squared ADC distance to reject database vectors in U and CL. In Cell-level PQ, a twostage PDS is introduced for fast search.
For database vectors in sorted U , the ''so far'' nearest database vector is initialized as the first database vector y i in the sorted U , and the ''so far'' d 2 min is initialized as the squared ADC distance between x and the first database vector in U . For database vectors in CL, the ''so far'' nearest VOLUME 7, 2019 database vector is initialized as y BM , and the ''so far'' d 2 min is initialized asd(x, y BM ). For a database vector y i in U or CL, the first-stage partial squared ADC distance between x and y i is defined as,
where CW j bm j is the nearest codeword of u j (y i ) in the j-th sub-quantizer and its index is bm j . d 2 min is the squared ADC distance between x and the ''so far'' nearest database
, then y i cannot be nearer than the ''so far'' nearest database vector y BM and can be safely rejected. Otherwise, we check the second-stage partial squared ADC distance between x and y i ,
, y i also cannot be the nearest neighbor of x and can be safely rejected. Otherwise, we completely calculate the squared ADC distance between x and y i by,
Ifd 2 (x, y i ) < d 2 min , y i is the nearer database vector to x than the ''so far'' nearest database vector y BM so that the ''so far'' d 2 min is updated and replaced byd 2 (x, y i ), meanwhile the ''so far'' nearest database vector y BM is updated and replaced by y i .
By rejecting the database vectors in U or CL using Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), a majority of squared ADC distance calculations of PQ can be avoided. The flowchart of the PDS checking procedures is shown in Fig. 7 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we firstly introduce the databases used in our experiments. Then, the computational cost of our proposed Cell-level PQ is evaluated and compared with two existing non-exhaustive algorithms, which are inverted index (IVF) and inverted multi index (IMI). Finally, the performances of search accuracy of these three algorithms are compared and analyzed.
A. DATA SETS
To evaluate the performance of our proposed Cell-level PQ, the experiments are performed on two well-known and widely used databases:
1. SIFT 1M [15] database. SIFT database consists of a gallery set which contains one million (10 6 ) 128-dimensional SIFT descriptors, a learning set which contains 100k (10 5 ) SIFT descriptors, a query set with 10k (10 4 ) SIFT descriptors and the precomputed groundtruth (the Euclidean nearest neighbors) of the query set. 2. GIST 1M [16] database. GIST database consists of a gallery set which contains one million (10 6 ) 960-dimensional GIST descriptors, a learning set which contains 10k (10 4 ) GIST descriptors, a query set with 10k (10 4 ) GIST descriptors and the precomputed groundtruth of the query set. Codebooks with different sizes are generated off-line by the popular LBG algorithm [11] using the learning sets of different databases. Following the settings of IVF, the coarse codebook sizes of IVF are set to k = 1024 and k = 4096. In order to making a fair comparison, the coarse codebook sizes of IMI for each sub-quantizer are set to √ 1024 = 32 and √ 4096 = 64, respectively. In these two cases, the numbers of IMI cells are the same as the numbers of IVF cells. In each of these two cases, the number of IMI cells is the same as the number of IVF cells. Following recent related PQ-based fast ANN works, the number of PQ sub-spaces is typically set to m = 8 or m = 16 and the size of PQ sub-codebooks is set to k * = 256. All of our experiments are implemented by using Visual Studio 2017, which works on a PC with Intel Core i5-6500 3.2GHz processor and 8GB RAM using single thread.
B. COMPUTATIONAL COSTS EVALUATION
Our proposed Cell-level PQ is proposed to avoid the squared distance calculations in standard PQ. In Cell-level PQ, the database can be divided into three parts as below: Part 1. The database vectors in U which are used to initialize the ''so far'' smallest squared distance d 2 min .
Part 2. The database vectors in candidate list CL which are used to find approximate nearest neighbors. Part 3. The database vectors in O which can be safely rejected by using cell-level search. The percentages of these three parts of database vectors are represented as P U , P CL and P O , respectively. Because U and CL are partially overlapped, the percentage P U ∪CL of the union set of U andCL is a little smaller than P U + P CL . The percentages of three different parts of database vectors are shown in Table 3 . Squared ADC distance computations between x and PQ quantized database vectors y i in these three parts of database are different. Database vectors in O can be rejected safely by using the cell-level search and all of squared ADC distance computations can be avoided.
For the database vectors in U ∪ CL, PDS technique can be applied and a part of complete squared ADC distance computations can be saved. If a database vector y i can be rejected by using PDS at the first stage check by Eq. 
where P 1 and P 2 are the percentage of database vectors in U ∪ CL which can be rejected by the first stage rejection of PDS and the second stage rejection of PDS, respectively. P 3 = P U ∪CL − P 1 − P 2 is the percentage of remaining database vectors in U ∪ CL. The percentage of the saved computational costs of complete real ADC squared distances can be evaluated as:
The computational costs reduction performance of our proposed Cell-level PQ is shown in Table 4 . Table 4 shows that for SIFT database, a majority of complete real squared ADC distance computations for database vectors in U ∪ CL can be saved by using the PDS technique. For GIST database, PDS technique also works, but the computational costs reduction is not very significant. We can also learn from Table 4 that The detailed search time of different algorithms is given in Table 5 . In Table 5 , t 1 is the search time of coarse quantization of IVF or IMI, and t 2 is the search time of vector-level search in different algorithms. We can see from t 2 in Table 5 that because the candidate list size of IVF and IMI is about n(w/k ) = n×(8/2 10 ) = n×(32/2 12 ) = n/128, which is smaller than n × P U ∪CL of our proposed cell-level PQ, IVF and IMI require shorter time for searching their candidate lists. Here P U ∪CL is the percentage of the vectors which require vector-level search in the database. However, t 1 in Table 5 demonstrated that the coarse quantization is very complex. Taking SIFT 1M database as an example, when m = 8, the coarse quantization of IVF costs 5.64ms and searching in the candidate list costs only 0.46ms. Obviously, the search time of IVF is mainly determined by the coarse quantization. For this reason, the search time of IVF is even longer than that of standard PQ when the dimensionality of database is high. By completely avoiding the coarse quantization, the search time of our proposed Cell-level PQ is much shorter than that of IVF and is comparable to IMI when m = 8. We can also see from Table 5 that IMI is the fastest algorithm. However, the search accuracy of IMI is not satisfactory, which will be detailly analyzed in Section IV.C.
C. SEARCH ACCURACY EVALUATION
A non-exhaustive ANN search algorithm generates a candidate list firstly, which is a small portion of database in order to avoid exhaustive search. Because only the database vectors included in the candidate list are searched afterwards, ANN search can be efficiently speeded up.
However, if the groundtruth vector is not included in the candidate list, non-exhaustive ANN search cannot return the groundtruth anyway. We define the candidate lists which contain the groundtruth as the ''good'' candidate lists and the other candidate lists as the ''bad'' candidate lists. Assuming that the number of ''good'' candidate lists is N 1 and the number of ''bad'' candidate lists is N 2 , Q CL in our paper is then defined as
The search accuracy can also be evaluated in terms of Recall@R, which is calculated as the ratio of query vectors for whose groundtruth is presented in its nearest R quantized database vectors. Obviously, Q CL is the upper bound of Recall@R, and a high Q CL is a necessary condition for obtaining a high Recall@R. The overall search speed and search accuracy performance of our proposed Cell-level PQ is summarized in Table 6 .
We can learn from Table 6 that Cell-level PQ can keep the highest Q CL . We can also observe that the search accuracy is slightly affected by Cell-level PQ. Note that the experimental results are different from the result in [13] , where the value of Recall@R of IMI is higher than that of standard PQ and IVF. But in our experiment, the value of Recall@R of IMI is worse. The reason is that in [13] , IMI sets k IMI = 2 14 and k IVF = 2 13 or k IVF = 2 16 . In this case, IMI produces k 2 IMI = 2 28 cells, which is far more than the cells of IVF. It means that IMI will use about twice memory of IVF for storing the indexes of two sub-codebooks. In our experiment, we set k IVF = k 2 IMI to make IVF and IMI have the same numbers of cells for a fair comparison. In this case, the candidate list of IMI achieves much worse search accuracy performance than IVF.
Taking SIFT 1M database as an example, when the number of cells is 2 10 and we select the database vectors in the first 8 nearest cells of the current query vector as the candidate list, the Q CL of IVF is 99.50%, whereas the Q CL of IMI is 89.80%, which is quite smaller than 99.50% of IVF and 100% of our proposed Cell-level PQ. It means IVF can achieve better search performance than IMI when IVF has the same cells as IMI. Taking the search time into consideration, our proposed Cell-level PQ achieves the best trade-off between search speed and search accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new cell-level search based non-exhaustive ANN search algorithm named Cell-level PQ in the framework of PQ, which completely avoids using the coarse quantizer and reuses the PQ cells to extract a short and high-quality candidate list for fast ANN search. In our work, the inverted index-based algorithms are re-evaluated and we find that they are inefficient for their non-negligible extra computational costs and considerably large extra memory consumptions, especially when the database size is not extremely large and the dimensionality of database is high.
Compared with the inverted index-based non-exhaustive search algorithms, because our proposed Cell-level PQ only requires very little extra computational costs and no extra memory consumption, Cell-level PQ is more efficient than inverted index-based algorithms.
Experimental results on different databases demonstrate that PQ search can be significantly speeded up by using our proposed Cell-level PQ, and compared with the state-ofthe-art algorithms, our proposed algorithm achieves the best trade-off between search speed and search accuracy. 
